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Q(a)6 =k-Tos n =specificenthalpy
S:specific entropy
To:environmenttemperature

En =(1 - E) das Os:rite of heattramsfor from source

Ts:temperature of source.

in,a=("(1 - E.) dac in =rateof mixto surroundings
To =temp atwhich heatleaves CV

Socior:To sim Sirr:entropy generationratedue
to internal unreversibility. ]

*

(6) (i)

8. To
④ 8280k ①280/

- [z]

(i)0F=0Ab =pp(n -70s)

=02p(420 -Tso -Toen() =800x2000 + (300-300h(53)
=16205M5/m]

For pumped hydro, E = pgDH =(say) 1000 x 10 x 500 -

= 5M5/m3 (i.e. 32.5 rgger)
[4]
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(iii) cocin:To (mo (520 -3s0) + mn (ssn - scr))
Note (m(p)on =(inspoon because DT isconstant

:3 =Eosine = is 3003h(60) +hn8)
me (300 - 300hn(530)

=

(zx+1) =
me

Lass isdue toHX across a finatetemperature difference DT. [4]

(N) 2 =manAbon
NOTETHATBORING

we - NE1 - wEz
expansioninEz,
heat musta absorbed

i. =icp1Tc =m2p + 350
from atmosphere.

WEl:mpATE =mcp +50

WEz:QE =mTRh(I) =mRinG(E*)
=mRT(z)Stph(Ey) +upm(E)]
=mcp +280 +(ty+h(z88) +0.9+h(88))
= m2p 153.24

::4 =m( +300(1 - h(88) = 69.2%

in((350 - 50 - 153.24)
· Aerodynic internal inversibilityloss inC&E,

· his, aloss because HXfrom environment to EC across DT =20k6]



G2 (a) (i) NHs yield increases. Few modes on RHS so increasing
p favours forward reaction [z]

(i)WHy yield decreases. Reactionis exothermic so increasing
Imust four backward reaction.

[2]
(ii) AUS yield unchanged. Partial pressures of all reacting]components are unchanged.

(6) 0./N +0.t -> aNz + 6thz +CNH3

N:2a +c = 2 =2(0.1 - a)
H. 26

+3 =
7.= b =3a

EPM: E(F)

(Fp)( )
-k aapk

=kx

i.2(0.1- a) =35a
az

PR d.V
=n.Ri 3
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12
=

- z
-

e
-3.19/

Thus2(0.- a) =3.5, +-kp=55x0x60meter
R9. DATABA.

=8015

:
0.015a +ca - 0.2 =0 =a =0.0765 I've salt notpass]
6 =

0.2296;2 = 0.04694;42=a +6 +c =0.353)

kN =2 =0.217 x
H2
=6/n =0.650 X = 0.133=

NHz
22

P2 =p,xhz +7
=132or [7]



(i)a -w =1U =1(H- pV) =AH-A(nFT)

AH =Hpz - HR1 =(Hpz - Hp))+(t(p) - Hm))
(Hpz - Hp) =a[nm(T2) - Gwe(T)] +6[hne(z) - [n(π)] +2xwx3(z-T)

=0.0765x(17.56 - 11.64) +0.2296x (17.27 - 11.42)
+ 0.0469+ 4200 = 2.1904 MJ

1000

(Api - tm) =2x AFT, = 0.0469x(248.04) =- 2.253MJ

A(nRT) =(0.353 x600 - 0.44400)x2034 =+0.431MJ
1000

:: G =2.1904 - 2.253 - 0.431 = = 0.494M5

Heatistransferred from gas tosurroundings. [7]
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For agivenmaximumT, high and low pressure rationtea to very

"skenny"cycles with low area and hence lowsp.Wh. Atsome
intermediateP.M. The work is a maximen. [s]

(6) Assume changes inGPE & HEcan be neglected;
SFEE:dy-d,:dh;20X200:dq =ids - Tasian

=dh-odp - TSsim

-dux=-(dh-odp-issian)
=> dex=odp+TSSian =>-dox I odp

-

wx:9dp undercoolingincreases hence
reduceswe and increases whet

for a GT. [s]

I will be highest when all
(C) X

o processes revisite.
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(i) (0=2pT,p(1 - Yk)

w=SRTdP =RT,h(E.) =sTili.
i9 =

wu
=GT8(1 - (r) - 2v]

2pT,(8- 1

n = P(1 - 1(1) -hv
o-1 []

(ii) du- - F = 0 @ max 1

8 - 1

=> 0 =k => =
gy

xT
7 v

When i=0 the cycle looks likethis &

2

S

and itis clear thatall heatis being >

rejected atthe lowestcycle temperative. Since all processes
are revisith, thisclearly givesthe highest1. <I

(C) The maximum efficiencyoccurs when the cycle lookslikethis
<R

a, · Umax = Max work from At B/
2. A Heat inputfrom AEB.
↑

1
=28- x - 2p =1 - hey)($]> <0.x

Note:can also getthissult from:
xmax =1 +(1- n))) -# efficiency of bottomingand



Q4 () -Increasedof heat addition -higher efficiency
#reduced turbine wetness - highs4,& toserosion.
-more complicated steam path and additional popcorn
· Use here driven by LPT wetness considerations. []

( ① fromskr. m

* ③ Fo LPT
1 -m

> RH >

② from
FPT

SFEE:hs =mh+(1 -mitz
:m =(3 -h)/(h,-h) ==0.252

Loss due to universelality
per leg flow through sk

=To \m(ss -si) + (1 -m) (s,-s))
= 288(0.252/6.262- 6.116) +

(1 - 0.252)(6.262- 6.161))
=

32.4 R5/Rg [b]

(2) Wret = in((1 -m)wapT + wapt -w=p)
in =

100 x10/((1 - 0.252)+(3032 - 2822) +(2875-2101) -(152-178))
= aRg/s

RTH -wout - 100 x103 =31.8%[4]
inAUsI109 ([3032-152])



= =10 R5/ng
E(d) Feedmanhise 71.4%- quiteaccurate

·

because -cost.

HPT & LPT: we use TAs:Ah & exitto t extinctefficiencies. This is
exact for LPT LEASTACCURATE

FOR HPT

.. 7=B,Dst
M 945

I

945 +306x(757- 6772)
85

UnoT =210

210 +(248+273)+(6.1576.116)
=2

Accuracy:Rap better than UFP, better than HPT

Upt cleady has greatenstimpact as Dhapiis greatest. [5]



(e) N

(i)
T Aspirat 488

⑧

o · 380, B

f
·

311

[2]
-

④

" I(ii) e hi be468 -(311+ 10)

[2]
=>Tx =207.3°C

(ii)Discussionmight include:

· Effectof pressure on meant of heatadditionand hence has

· Effectof pressure on witness at turbine exit. (Higher-is
· Effectof pressure on 31efficiency (via Tx)

[2]
· Materials cost for boiler.



EXAMINERS’ COMMENTS 

 

 

Q1.  Exergy and energy storage. Most that attempted this question provided correct 

expressions for the various terms in the exergy equation, and the T-s diagram for the energy 

storage cycle was also tackled quite well. A significant fraction of students made good 

headway in calculating the storage density, but few correctly calculated the exergetic loss for 

the heat exchange. Few attempted the last part on charge efficiency. 

Q2. Chemical equilibrium. Candidates showed a good, qualitative understanding of how 

pressure and temperature changes affect chemical equilibrium. Most had a good idea of how 

to apply equilibrium relations, though only a minority correctly combined this with ideal gas 

equations to account for pressure changes, despite several past questions of this form. The 

most common error for the last (energy equation) section was to equate heat transfer to 

enthalpy rather than internal energy change, as required for a constant volume process.  

Q3. Closed cycle gas turbine. Although the students had studied the effects of pressure ratio 

on work output in the coursework in some detail, it was disappointing that many failed to 

describe this properly in the first part of the question. Most students understood the purpose 

of intercooling in reducing compressor work. Analysis of the combined-cycle was poorly 

done with only a very small number of complete or near-complete answers.   

Q4. Steam plant and CSP. Students in general understood the pros and cons of reheat and 

many spotted why it might be used to reduce wetness loss in this case. There were good 

answers in most cases when applying SFEE across the reheater and finding overall 

performance (efficiency, steam mass flow). Many students were able to determine the pump 

efficiency but struggled with computing turbine efficiencies. Analysis of the steam generator 

was also poorly done.  
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